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Article

1+7.

The

prize should be delivered to the court as nearly
as possible in the condition in which she was at the time
of seizure, and to this end her papers should be carefully
sealed at the time of seizure and kept in the custody of
the prize master.
Article 1+8.

All witnesses whose testimony is necessary to the
adjudication of the prize should be detained and sent in
with her, and if circumstances permit it is preferable
that the officer making the search should act as prize
master.
The laws of the United States in force concerning
prizes and prize cases must be closely followed by officers
and men of the United States Navy.
Article

1+9.

The title to property seized as prize changes only by
the decision rendered by the prize court. But if the
vessel or its cargo is needed for immediate public use, it
may be converted to such use, a careful inventory and
appraisal being made by impartial persons and certified
to the prize court.
Article 50.
If there are controlling reasons

why

vessels that are
in
for
adjudication
properly captured may not be sent
such as unseaworthiness, the existence of infectious disthey may be appraised
ease, or the lack of a prize crew
and sold, and if this can not be done, they may be destroyed.
The imminent danger of recapture would jus-

—

should be no doubt that the
But in all such cases all of the
papers and other testimony should be sent to the prize
court, in order that a decree may be duly entered.
tify destruction if there
was a proper prize.

vessel

Truce, and Capitulations, and Violations of Laws of War.

Section IX.

Armistice,

Article 51.

A

truce or capitulation may be concluded, without
special authority, by the commander of a naval force of
the United States with the commander of the forces of
the enemy, to be limited, however, to their respective

commands.

A general

armistice requires an agreement between
the respective belligerent governments.
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Article 52.

After agreeing upon or signing a capitulation the
capitulator must neither injure nor destroy the vessels,
property, or stores in his possession that he is to deliver
up, unless the right to do so is expressly reserved to him
in the agreement or capitulation.
Article 53.

The notice of the termination of hostilities, before
being acted upon, must be officially received by a commander of a naval force.
Except where otherwise provided, acts of war done
after the receipt of the official notice of the conclusion
of a treaty of peace or of an armistice are null and void.
Article

5Jf.

When not in conflict with the foregoing the regulations respecting the laws of war on land, in force with
the armies of the United States, will govern the Navy
of the United States when circumstances render them
applicable.
Article 55.
The foregoing regulations are issued with the approval of the President of the United States, for the
government of all persons attached to the naval service,
subject to all laws and treaties of the United States that
are now in force or may hereafter be established.
Sections VIII and IX accord with general practice
therefore no changes are recommended in these
and
id thei
sections.

General Conclusions.
The general conclusions

as

drawn from the

sions in the conferences in international

law are

discusbriefly

indicated in the following preliminary report of the
work of the conferences.
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Sir: I present herewith a brief review of the results of the

conferences in international law, held during the summer session of
1903, of the Naval War College.
There was used as the basis for these conferences the set of rules
issued to the Navy in 1900 and having the title page, "A Naval War

